
Our team at Brand & Beyond helped them first create a website which included all the 
points as per the brand brief provided in terms of content. 

various technical SEO factors as well. 

Once the website was ready we implemented the on-page SEO on the website –              

on-page SEO was completed we started with the off-page part.

Our SEO team created qualifying backlinks in High PR websites to improve their             

Organic website traffic below,

Results: 
Through our SEO efforts, we achieved the following results,

The overall increase in website visitors by 35%.

Increase in inquiries by 22%. 

Out of 64, 60 Keywords are on the first page of Google (SERP).

Summary

Industry
Health Care

We helped the brand with 

we shared category wise  

with the client from which the 
client selected the ones he 
felt relevant & matching their 
brand.

The keywords selected by the 
client were earlier not in 
google search - SERP.

webpages for SEO in terms of 
its Meta tags, Content          

Technical SEO parameters as 
well.

Put a lot of effort into content 

so that it provides value, looks 
good, and performs well.

the off-page SEO for the 
brand.

website traffic as well.

  Also, founded CPC Blood bank since 1987 – one of the first private blood banks in New 
Delhi.

Skills set Used:

 About the Project: 

The brand wanted its presence organically for various categories of keywords such                    

How We Helped A Healthcare Brand
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Out of the total website traffic we received 74% organic traffic.

with the SEO Work. 

Best Pathology lab in Delhi

Blood Test in Delhi

Health Packages Delhi

Pregnancy Test Delhi 

Trusted Lab in GK

A few top-performing keywords below:
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